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FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE 

LOVE IS THE ANTIDOTE TO TERROR AND FEAR 
REVD TONY MILES GIVES THE ADDRESS AT WESTMINSTER BRIDGE MEMORIAL SERVICE

Revd Tony Miles, Superintendent Minister of Methodist Central Hall Westminster gave the address at the Memorial 

Service for the victims of the Westminster Bridge Terror Attack at St. Margaret’s Church, Westminster Abbey.  The 

commemoration was held exactly five years since the dreadful attacks on the bridge and the murder of PC Keith 

Palmer in the grounds of the Palace of Westminster on the 22nd March 2017.  

In his address, Revd Miles said, ‘Ceremonies like today are essential for our well-being and healing; they can help us 

respond to evil acts and build courage and resilience.  Our reading from Isaiah suggests that the God who created the 

world is the One who sustains it. Though we may not understand or perceive it, Isaiah’s words suggest that God is 

always active.  Love is the antidote to terror and fear.  Amid so much terrible news globally, I thank God for all acts of 

kindness and generosity springing up all over.’ He added, ‘There is strength when ordinary people resiliently stand 

together against evil, and live lives of love, tolerance, and peace.’ 

 

###  ENDS ### 

Notes 

1. The service of commemoration was organised by the Resilience in Unity project their objective is to establish a meaningful and 
lasting digital legacy in memory of those who have lost their lives in acts of terrorism across the globe, and those who were 
injured, witness to, or responded to these attacks.  

2. In 2021 MCHW held a virtual commemorative service with the Resilience in Unity project live-streamed from their Chapel in the 
heart of London.  

3. Methodist Central Hall is a global Christian family following Jesus at the heart of London.  With members from over 35 national 
groupings the church has been based in its historic building since 1912.  In 1946 the church moved out for two months so that 
the first meeting of the United Nations could take place in the Great Hall.  In 1966 the Jules Rimet World Cup trophy was stolen 
from the building and the first performance of Joseph and Amazing Technicolored Dream coat took place.  
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